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“ I do what I want to my heart’s desire.  
My home brings me freedom.” 

Architect and Designer 

Mark Jan 
Krayenho! 
"van de Leur

LOCATION Berlin
TYPE Apartment 
SIZE 260 m2

FLOOR PLAN 5 bedrooms, living room, 2 bathrooms, kitchen
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Mark Jan Krayenho% van de Leur, a fashion designer who constructs 
garments using techniques from his architecture days, settled down in 
Berlin in 2013. Before moving to Germany, he had worked as an archi-
tect for over 30 years in New York City. “My life was completely imbued 
with architecture. I sometimes worked on six or seven projects at the 
same time. If I hadn’t come to Berlin, I would’ve been having a meeting 
with a client right now.” The designer left NYC because of AA Bronson, 
his husband and renowned artist. “The German Academic Exchange 
Service or&DAAD&(German: Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) 
o%ered him a one-year opportunity to create his art here. So, I took a 
step back from architecture to appreciate the charm of the city and the 
lives of artists in Berlin. I was fascinated by this city because creative 
minds come together to create art instead of worshipping money and 
power, so we decided to move our life here.” He got serious about de-
signing clothes in 2014. It may seem like a dramatic shift, but visualizing 
a house is similar to visualizing a garment. He still gathers materials 
and constructs shapes to cover the body. “I decided to zero in on my 
imagination and not cave into client pressure. I had a big desk at home, 
so I first bought a sewing machine.” That’s how the machine became his 
new creation tool. “I taught myself how to make clothes by taking apart 
all of my clothes piece by piece and putting them back together. Look 
at my workspace. Do you see all the patterns? Each piece has its own 
distinctive shape, and all of them are necessary to create one piece of 
clothing. By cutting fabric up and sewing each piece together based on 
my design idea, I can create new clothing. To me, this sounds just like a 
long-term construction project. (laughs)”

Charlottenburg, where the designer’s apartment is located, embodies 
modern-day Berlin. As opposed to East Berlin, an icon for subculture 
and a mecca for young artists, the locality of Charlottenburg is situated 
in West Berlin, which is associated with upper-class sophistication and 
a'uence. It’s common to see a luxury pre-1950s Altbau apartment in 
Charlottenburg with wooden floors and high ceilings. Mark’s Altbau 
apartment features an even higher ceiling than other apartment build-
ings. A wall full of books, decorative art works, and unique furniture 

indicate that the home belongs to an artist and designer. The apartment, 
built in 1920, still has an old-fashioned birdcage elevator. Opening the 
front door of his home on the fourth floor, the foyer greets visitors, 
adorned with artworks by fellow artists and Mark’s husband. “Our 
home is like a gallery. My husband takes charge of all the furniture and 
art works. Most of the decorative stu% is an extraordinary collection 
carefully selected through an auction house, and they also reflect the 
life that my husband and I have lived.” A wide selection of inspirational 
works is well displayed across the five rooms, and with his explaining 
details and hidden stories, they seem to wake up the artistic potential 
within visitors. It’s interesting that his collection spans impressive art 
and design pieces rather than focusing on a certain age or designer.

FREEDOM PRESENTED BY THE SPACE

Mark’s apartment boasts spacious rooms and 360 cm ceilings. His workspace occupies 
the living room, which enjoys the most sunshine in the apartment. It’s his favorite 
spot at home, and the natural sunlight comes in from two directions, so he spends 
long hours there. “There’s no big secret. Because working at home satisfies my desire 
to enjoy my freedom at home. Just set up a table and your favorite chair in the space 
that inspires you to work.” The furniture pieces in his workspace are considered the 
epitome of& aesthetic functionalism, hinting at his architect side, such as Vitsoe’s 
606&Universal&Shelving System, Fritz Hansen’s Series 7™ chair, Herman Miller’s Aeron, 
and Cassina’s LC4 lounge chair. “Most of these pieces left an indelible mark on the his-
tory of furniture design. The desk in particular has a special history. It was once used 
by Deutsche Bank for a conference. I bought it because the top was made of ordinary 
wood, but the legs were customized with metal from Herman Miller.” His workspace 
started out in one corner of his living room with a sewing machine, and now it has be-
come the focal point of the space. Garments with his initialed tags reading “MJKVDL” 
are strewn about between pieces of furniture from the nineties, and materials and tools 
he needs to make clothes are all heaped together. The designer hopes to create art with 
an intricate structure that still fits the body beautifully—just like his living room that 
appears chaotic but has its own natural order.
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p25 Shirt & Robe MJKVDL
p28  “The Danger in Waiting”, 2008 by Elijah Burgher
p221  “Bluto", 2018, by Erik Hanson.
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MARK JAN KRAYENHOFF VAN DE LEUR

“I dream of a house where excessively high ceilings would let in ample sunshine that 
bounces throughout the open space all year round. It would have modern furniture, objets 

d’art, and artworks. And, through a large window, I could watch the birds and squirrels 
freely scampering around a tall tree growing in the garden. It would be very peaceful. 

But I would want the outside world to be hectic, so I could have easier access to cultural 
facilities, restaurants, and retail shops.”

Tell me the houseyou dream of.
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